This year, the BSBE department is organizing the annual winter workshop, on the theme: “Model Systems in Developmental Biology and Disease Research”. The workshop includes series of lectures and a panel discussion by leading scientists, wherein attendees will be made familiar with:

- How an appropriate model system is selected for answering developmental biology questions?
- How developmental biology research leads to understanding disease pathogenesis?
- What strategies are used to investigate the mechanisms of embryonic development.
- Panel Discussion: “How to choose a Ph.D. mentor?”

**APPLICATION DETAILS**
Application Deadline: 10 December 2017
Registration Fee: ₹1000/-
Registration Fee + Accommodation: ₹2000/-

For more information
Contact: Meenu Sachdeva
Pankaj Gupta
Email: bsbe.ww2017@gmail.com
Visit: www.iitk.ac.in/bsbe/ww